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T
he following article is excerpted from the unpublished autobiographical 
notes of Montague Ullman, M.D. (1916-2008). Dr. Ullman is best 
known in the dream community for his 1973 publication of   Dream 

Telepathy: Experiments in Nocturnal ESP co-authored with Stanley 
Krippner, Ph.D. and for the development of his well-known “Ullman 
Method” for working with dreams.

DreamTime would like to thank Dr. Ullman’s daughter, Susan, for the 
opportunity to publish this important and interesting work. We are proud 
and excited to bring it to you.

As far as I can remember, I never saw my mother or father ever read a 
book. But my father ’s best friend did read and become the first inspirational 
figure in my life. It was Dr. Irving Krellenstein, our family doctor, and 
a very comforting presence when we were ill. He would overcome our 
apprehension with the songs he made up as he examined us and the way 
he made us laugh. He had a high brow which seemed to follow the same 
shape as the stethoscope he wore. I thought that in order to be a doctor 
you had to have a brow like that. Aside from my grandfather, he was the 
only man I believe my father had a deep respect for. He often came to 
our house for a Sabbath dinner. He made me feel that being a doctor was 
special, something apart from and above the world of business.

At the time I started school, the public school system was so overcrowded that a rapid-advance system 
was instituted in order to move students along quickly. This, in addition to the fact that I attended a three-

year high school (Townsend Harris Hall) resulted in my enrollment in 
City College just prior to my fifteenth birthday. I was bright enough 
to handle the work, but inside I felt like the immature child I was. I 
wanted very much to get into medical school and to get the grades 
necessary for admission. The competition was severe. Classes 
numbered over a thousand each year at City College and it seemed 
to me that most students were taking pre-med courses.  My father 
so wanted me to become a doctor that, despite some resistance and 
shame on my part, he was not above using influence to ease my 
admission into medical school at New York University. I had good 
marks, but so did hundreds of others, and I have often wondered 
whether I would have made it on my own.

The first two years at medical school were difficult. My classmates 
were older, seemed far more self-possessed and far less fearful 
of failure than I was. There was, however, a deep satisfaction that 
came from the fascination of the subject matter and the prestige of 
being a medical student.  At the start of my final year, in the autumn 
of 1937, I met my future wife, Janet Simon.  Courtship was on and 
off for the next four years, mostly because of my not knowing my own A young Montague, 
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mind. We were married at her home in Brooklyn on January 26, 1941 
at the onset of my residency in neurology. Janet, her family, and her 
home provided the warm setting I so badly needed. She taught piano 
and was the source of our income during my residency years when I 
earned very little.

At medical school my interest gravitated toward both neurology (I 
loved watching two masters, E.D.F. Friedman and Foster Kennedy do 
neurological examinations) and psychiatry, where Paul Schilder gave 
off philosophical as well as psychological sparks in response to any 
question put to him. With Schilder as our guiding spirit, several other 
students, including myself, managed to get a Medical Psychology 
Club started. Among those invited to speak were many who later 
made important contributions to psychiatry, e.g., Joseph Worths and 
Nathaniel Ross.

A graduation gift from my grandfather enabled me to spend six 
weeks in the Soviet Union (the summer of 1938) in the company of 
two distinguished medical historians—Henry E. Sigerist and Victor 
Robinson, along with several other doctors, a young lawyer and 

Sigerist’s daughter.  Earlier Sigerist had written a book favorable to the Soviet health system, and as a 
consequence we travelled the length and breadth of the land, visiting medical institutions, research centers, 
collective farms and factories. I was impressed medically with what had been accomplished through public 
health programs, and politically with the vision of what seemed to me to be the start of a new and progressive 
society built on socialist principles. On the way home I spent a day in Berlin where, on a sightseeing trip, 
in response to a question the guide denied that Jews were being mistreated in any way. Then followed 
an exciting week in Paris just before returning home. While there I managed to be in the audience at the 
Sorbonne when the aging Pierre Janet delivered a lecture.

Upon my return from this trip I kept up a relationship with Victor Robinson who taught medical history at 
Temple University at the time. He was a prolific writer, turning out very readable and scholarly books on the 
leading medical figures of the past. These were books that should have but have not found a place in the 
current medical curricula. A gentle man with a pixyish quality, he plied me with his writings and touched off 
in me a zeal for writing.

In January, 1939, I began four years of hospital training, the first 
two in a medical internship (Morrisania City Hospital) followed by a 
year of residency in neurology (Montefiore Hospital), then a year as 
a psychiatric resident at the New York State Psychiatric Institute. At 
the end of that year I was called into the Army. I reported for duty 
as a medical officer in December of 1942 at the Lawson General 
Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia. After several months I was transferred 
to the Kennedy General Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee, where our 
first child, Susan, was born that June. I remained at Kennedy for a 
year, serving as both a neurologist and a psychiatrist.  Then followed 
a year and a half abroad in general hospitals, first in England and 
later in Paris. I returned to the States in December, 1945, opened 
an office, at first for the practice of neurology and psychiatry, then 
drifting into psychoanalytic practice as I completed training in that 
sub-specialty at the New York Medical College. In 1946 our second 
child, William, was born.

In 1950 I joined the faculty of the Comprehensive Course in 
Psychoanalysis. The next ten years were devoted to teaching, to 
practice and to various research endeavors. The latter included a project that explored the relationship of 
suggestion and the cure of warts, a study undertaken at the invitation of Dr. Marion B. Sulzberger, then head 
of the Dermatology Department of New York University. Subsequent to that I was a research psychiatrist on 
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a multi-disciplinary study of stroke patients at Bellevue Hospital.

I embarked on my psychoanalytic career in 1942 with Bernard 
Robbins as my analyst. I found him a remarkably sensitive, insightful 
and supportive therapist and regretted having to interrupt my analysis 
during the three years of Army service. Robbins had been analyzed 
by Harry Stack Sullivan and Karen Horney. Influenced by his ideas 
I felt more at home with the “culturalists,” those who broke from 
the emphasis on instinct to take a closer look at interpersonal and 
social influences. Robbins was a man of original and progressive 
views because of which he, along with a number of other analysts, 
broke with the New York Psychoanalytic Society to develop training 
centers of their own. Robbins helped found one such center at the 
New York Medical College, and it was there that I entered into formal 
psychoanalytic training in 1946, following my return to civilian life. 
In 1950 I was made a member of the psychoanalytic faculty. I taught 
there until 1961 when I terminated my private practice to develop 
a department of psychiatry at what was then known as Maimonides 
Hospital (later the Maimonides Medical Center). Our last child, Lucy, 
was born in 1951, shortly after we moved to our (present) home in 

Ardsley, New York.

Since the focus of these autobiographical notes is my life-long interest in psychic phenomena I should like 
to go back to September, 1932, at the start of my sophomore year at the City College of New York. I had just 
turned sixteen, knew nothing about psychical research and was studying hard to prepare for admission to 
medical school. Early in my second year, a friend and classmate, Leonard Lauer, confided in me the story 
of his personal encounter with psychic phenomena.  After explaining the term to me, he shared the basis 
for his conviction. He had read the early literature and reeled off strange names to me—Lonbroso, Schrank-
Notzing, Flarnrnarion, F.W.H. Myers, Oliver Lodge, T.J. Hudson, William Crookes and finally, William James. 
More importantly, he had been to a party and witnessed some of the extraordinary phenomena he had read 
about. I took Leonard seriously. He was also a science major and fancied himself a hard-nosed scientist. At 
the home of his friend, Gilbert Roller, he had witnessed table movement and knocking when he, Gilbert and 
another friend named Larry (Gilbert Lawrence) sat around a small table in the dark in a séance arrangement. 
They had been sitting for many weeks and were convinced that the effects were not of their own making. 
Several years earlier poltergeist effects had plagued Gilbert and his family and Gilbert’s mother was said to 
be a medium. The group met every Saturday night and I was invited to join. In addition to my exposure to the 
literature, what I witnessed was to make me a psychic researcher for the rest of my life. For the next year and 
a half I, along with the others, devoted Saturday evenings to what rapidly evolved into a very serious project.

At various times I have tried to write an account of these experiences. The first was in the form of an essay 
for a philosophy course I was taking at the time. What follows are some excerpts from that essay written in 
1932:

“The first phenomenon we developed goes by the name of telekinesis, or super-normal involvement of 
objects not due to any known force. In those experiments we (four of us) used an ordinary bridge table, 
keeping contact with the table and each other by our hands. The room is usually light enough to allow us 
to see what is taking place. After a few moments the table would start to move and distinct knockings are 
heard, seemingly coming from beneath the table. One of the sitters gives commands (it is immaterial who 
does the talking as long as the others are thinking along with him) and the response is almost instantaneous. 
The table moves to the one whose name is mentioned. We then manage to get the table to tilt in whichever 
direction we asked. After continued experiments of this type we finally decided to get this unknown force to 
elevate the table. Early attempts in this direction all ended in failure. One night, however, we were thrilled 
by the sight of the table rising from beneath our hands to the height of two or more feet! We repeated this 
and were successful at subsequent trials. Once, when the table was elevated, we each individually removed 
our hands from its surface. To our astonishment the table remained suspended in mid-air for about two 
seconds before collapsing to the ground.  Encouraged by these successes, we kept trying. The height of our 
accomplishment with telekinesis was an experiment in which we made the table come up to our hands which 
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we held about two feet above it. (We had always found 
success without contact of the hands rather difficult.)

We gradually became so accustomed to the table 
motion that it no longer interested us. Our efforts then 
turned to the field of photography. I should like to note 
a curious experience we had in this connection. In our 
first attempt we took a photographic plate and placed it 
in a tin case (In this position it could not be affected by 
any physical force.). The plate was placed on the table 
with one of the sitters’ hands resting on it. The room 
was absolutely dark during the entire process and the 
usual contact was maintained. After several moments 
we put the plate aside, thinking it would not be worth 
developing as we felt it was impossible for the plate to 
be affected. We then went back to the table and asked 
the ‘force’ to give us a message, if there were any, by 

knocking after the appropriate letter in the alphabet as it was called out by one of the sitters. In this way the 
word P-L-A-T-E was spelled out. We immediately developed the plate and, sure enough, there was a distinct 
imprint of the hand. We repeated the procedure and got several other imprints, not only of hands but of any 
objects we placed on the metal case that held the plate. 

Thought photographs were the next step. Below is a list of the objects we thought about and the objects 
received on the plate:

   Objects Thought About                     Objects Received
   Page from a book                                       Column from a newspaper
   Bottle (large, corkless, labelless)                Small, corked, iodine bottle with ;abel
   Message     The letter “C”
   Picture of a girl’s face   Indian idol

A brief explanation of the above experiment is necessary. In the first we got a picture of an ordinary newspaper 
column and managed to make out some of the words. In the second the bottle on the plate was different from 
the one we thought about. We got an iodine bottle that was later found in the medicine chest in the bathroom. 
In the fourth try we thought about a certain girl, but it seems that during the sitting one of the members could 
think of nothing but Indians, the only possible object suggested by the image on the plate. None of the sitters 
had been thinking of the idol; only one of them had ever seen it before, and that was several years earlier.

After the first photographic sitting I accidentally performed an experiment which convinced me there was 
no trickery at all in the matter. While one of the sitters had his hands on the case that contained the plate 
I placed my thumb over his hand and an imprint of my thumb came out on the plate negative. If the plates 
had been fixed beforehand (they could not have been handled after the sitting because I myself developed 
them), this would not have happened.”

There were many more remarkable events which followed the writing of the above account.  These included a 
series of written messages purporting to come from someone identifying himself as Dr. Bindelof, a physician 
who had died in 1919 but who made known his continuing desire to be of help to us in both a fatherly way and 
a healing way. These writings were obtained without anyone touching the pencil. Sitting about a night table 
with our hands in contact above, we had placed a pencil and paper on the lower shelf. Soon after the lights 
were turned off the pencil would start writing at a furious rate. At the completion of the message it would be 
slammed down and the paper crumpled.

In the full flush of these exciting results Leonard and I took our case to the A.S.P.R. (the American Society 
for Psychical Research) then located in the Hyslop House at Twenty-third and Lexington Avenue in New York 
City. There we related our experiences to Fredrick Bligh Bond,  then editor of the Journal. He listened with 
polite interest. In the 1933 account I wrote I seemed to have felt somewhat positive about the visit. When, 
much later, I checked with Leonard, his recollection was that he came away feeling disappointed at what he 
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IN MEMORIAM

IASD mourns the loss of Rev. Jeremy Taylor and 
invites you to celebrate his passing. Jeremy, who 
was one of the Founders of IASD, died of a heart 
attack in his sleep at his California home on 
January 3, 2018; following, by only two days, the 
death of his beloved wife, Kathryn.

Jeremy Taylor, DMin, was a Unitarian 
Universalist minister, who led dream workshops 
all over the world for many decades.  He was 
an IASD past-President and co-Founder, winning 
the IASD Lifetime Achievement Award in 2012.  
He was also co-founder and director of the Marin 
Institute for Projective Dream Work, and the 
author of four books on dreams, including the 
1992 classic, Where People Fly and Water Runs 
Uphill.

Due to Jeremy’s lifelong interest in dreams and 
dream education, his family has asked that any 
gifts in his name be directed to IASD.  Thus we 
have created a Memorial Fund in his honor.  We 
hope you will contribute to the Jeremy Taylor 
Memorial Dream Education Fund, which will 
provide partial conference scholarships and 
educational opportunities for students and those 
with limited incomes.

Jeremy will be sorely missed by all who knew 
him. Thank you for your love and concern.

Sincerely,
The IASD Executive Committee
Laurel Clark, Board Chair

Sherry Puricelli, President

Clare Johnson, Vice-President

Anna-Karin Bjorklund, Secretary

Robert Waggoner, Treasurer

felt was a cool reception.

Sittings continued with other friends, including 
girlfriends, joining us from time to time until the spring 
of 1934 when the group finally disbanded. Until then 
the group sat regularly, usually at weekly intervals, 
over the course of a year and a half. In summary, 
we experienced a gradual and climactic unfolding 
of almost the full gamut of psychical phenomena 
as such phenomena were known and defined by 
writers on the subject in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century. The developmental sequence led 
to such startling phenomena as levitation of a table, 
messages purportedly written by someone who had 
died, and photographs taken without exposure of 
the plates. Heady stuff for a group of sixteen and 
seventeen year olds! Either that or mere foolishness 
and nonsense.

In the spring of 1966 I succeeded in bringing together 
five of the original group that had participated in the 
séances in the thirties. The purpose was to compare 
our recollection of these sittings to assist each other 
in filling the gaps in our memories, to establish 
areas of consensual agreement as to what had 
actually taken place, and to define those aspects 
of experience where the passage of time made any 
semblance of accurate reconstruction impossible. 
The events in question were extraordinary both at 
the time they occurred and in their lasting impact 
over the years. The meeting took place that summer 
on a Saturday. It was a day devoted to the boisterous 
recapturing of what was the strangest and most 
powerful experience of our youth. The phenomena 
struck us back then and also subsequently as 
inexplicable, as truly paranormal. Any differences 
among us concerned interpretations of the nature of 
the paranormal event and not about the fact that it 
was paranormal. Because we could neither explain it 
away nor consider a thirty-three year sustained fraud, 
joke or deception by any member of the group or any 
combination thereof, we accepted it collectively as 
a compelling and powerful aspect of our respective 
lives. We subsequently had several reunions of this 
sort in the hope that someday a full account would 
emerge.                                                   
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